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OPERATIONAL FLANS

Att ';(:) EGLA-2877

CACCOLA

1. NISSIONS:

We propose to mount five separate operations from the eight
CACCOLA trainees in the current cycle: 3 doubleton teams and 2
singletons. The respective missions will be tailored to fit the
individual or team capabilities, but all follow the basic CACCOLA
pattern: the main task of each of the OACCOLA agents is to estab-
lish himself in a large city (if possible on a "legal" basis), to
establish and maintain W/T contact with us, and to collect and
transmit operational intelligence.

Although we do not propose to assign specific intelligence
targets to any of the CACCOLAS, all will receive a briefing on
aircraft, airfields and radar installations so that they will be
able to report on them if they have an opportunity to observe such
installations (see EGYA-2229 1 para 3 b (3) ). Several of the
CACCOLAS will be briefed on the location of airfields in the vicin-
ity of their operational areas (see attached Plans): this is to
be interpreted as orientation rather than the specific assignment
of a target.

2. EXFILTRATION:

With the exception of CACCOLA 10 (see Op Plan #1), no exfiltra-
tion is planned for any of the CACCOLA agents -- all are going in
as "permanent residents". It is conceivable, however, that at
some time in the future we would become interested in bringing one
of them out; in this regard we would like to state our view that
CAPABLE 1 membership should in no way preclude the use of other
operational facilities for exfiltration or infiltration. For
example, a CACCOLA agent could be exfiltrated through Poland with
the aid of a Polish E & E net without any compromise of his iden-
tity or CAPABLE 1 membership.

3. CONNUNICATIONS:

(a) 21LT: As the RS -6 is the most practical set available for
the CACCOLA type of operations, all the CACCOLA agents will be
furnished with one, mounted on a board as was done last year. This
set is readily concealed in a briefcase or small suitcase, and has
worked satisfactorily so far in our traffic with CACCOLAS 5 & 6.
Each man will be supplied with one or possibly two batteries for
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the first contacts from the field, but after that they will have
to find their own power. The two alternatives seem to be working
off city power, or purchasing and recharging batteries, which 	 IF
are readily available in the Soviet Union. _ Silver cell batteries
will 0..so -Ue usediThey are a five-piece unit and can be easily
recharged from home current. Because of the weight factor in-
volved, the singletons will not be able to take a reserve set,
while the doubkton teams may possibly take one, to be cached near
the DZ.

(b) MaiL	 All the CACCOLA trainees are receiving S/W train-
ing and will be furnished with letter drops as an alternative
communications channel. Some of these drops w i_31 be furnished
by CAPABLE 7, as was done last year. These names will be for-
warded to Headquarters for name traces as soon as they are avail-
able. We also plan to exploit wherever possible the great mass
of intercept mail being photographed and channeled to us by CIS,
Berlin. Details will be forwarded when worked cut.•

(c) etween Agents: With the exception of CACCOLAS 10 and 2B
(see Op Plan #1), the members of the doubleton teams will be
bound more by psychological than physical ties. After arriving
at their area of operations they will operate separately, accord-
ing to their individual instructions, and will have only indirect
communication with each other (mostly through dead drops). These
intra-team col-itact plans have yet to be worked out on the basis
of the city plans and will be forwarded when ready. They will be
largely based on correspondence (using a low grade St) via dead
drops and general delivery. Recent defector information indi-
cates that  the use of General . Delivery is very widespread in the 
Sovi-e-t Union and that any document w1137-Siarfice as identification.

4. PLAN FOR WARTINE ACTION:

The CACCOLAS are all to be briefed that in the event of the
outbreak of war they are to resist being drafted, take to the
woods, maintain W/T contact with Headquarters, and do everything
possible to aid in the organization of partisan activity. In
this connection, we would like once again to supply each of the
CACCOLA agents with about 250.00 worth of gold coins, to be cached
as a wartime reserve. In view of the immediate and drastic de-
valuation of paper money that is sure to take place in the U.S.S.R.
upon the outbreak of war, this gold reserve will be indispensable
to any effective action. It is requested that the gold be in the
form of old Russian coins rather than the British Sovereigns which
were provided last year. It is our firm conviction that the
present group of CACCOLA trainees is sufficiently intelligent to
understand the enormous risk involved in attempting to use such
currency now, and will honor the condition that this gold is for
wartime use only.
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• SPECIFIC REQUIRERENTS:	
. .

All support materials -- operational and legend area briefs,
target dossier requirements, DZ studies, and documentation re-
quirements will be furnished by CSOB/IB. CSOB/IB will channel
its requirements in fulfilling these needs to MKTOPAZ I KURIOT
and SR. Most of these requirements have already ben smbmittpd.
All questions of documentation were gone over with E:
of the IS Section, who is handling and coordinating all requests
for document blanks and cachets.
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On'A'2a0NAL'PLA4 #1

_
1. PERSONNEL: CACCOLAS 10 6:: 28

2. INFILTRATIUT:

By air from Germany into the west Ukraine, if possible in
the area around Vinnitsa, which has good DZ terrain and is on
the RR line to Odessa. This will probably be on the same flight
as CACCOLAS 20 6: 21 (see On Plan # 2).

3. MISSION:

CACCOLAS 10 & 28 will proceed from the DZ area to 14ikolaev,
a town well known to CACCOLA 10, from where they can reconnoiter
the possibilities Of establishing themselves in Odessa itself.
After agreeing on a plan of act'on, they are to s p lit up, and each
is to atterApt to obtain work and residence in Odessa, and to
collect and transmit operat:_onal data via W/T.

(a) CACCOLA 10: CACCOLA 10 wil3 be equia ped with a
Minox camera and will be charged with the task of document collec-
tion and photograp .ay. Besides OdessaOblast', he is to attempt to
cover the documentation from Nikola,ev, Kherson, Crimea, Vinnitsa
and Kamenets-Podolsk Oblast's, , and of course, any others ahich he
has a chance to cover in his cxfiltration route. If possible,
some cf these documents will be passed on to RRDSKIN agents via
dead drops (see below) - if not, CACCOLA 10 will bring them out
when he exfiltrates.

CACCOLA 10 may also be equiyped with a binocular at-
tachment for the Minox ,Nhich acts as a telephoto lens, in which case
certain airfield photo reconnaisance 7il1 be feasible, but only on
an availability basis. -In this regard, there are no airfields in
the Odessa area listed in the target folders available at CSOB.

CACCCLA 10 is a very capable document falsifier and
will be briefed on all document requirements. We can exrect par-
ticularla good information from him on such cuestions as illegal
sources of documents, methods of avoiding document controls, etc.

Exfiltration: CACCOLA 10 is to attempt to establish
himself in Odessa, and to remain there through the winter of 1953-
54, He is scheduled to exfiltrate in the spring or summer of 1954.
Three possible routes suggest themselves: overland across the
Norwegian border, perhaps escorted by one of the VACUAS or by agents

,produced through VAINGLORY; overland across the Polish border and
Into Berlin, using WIN faci1itiea4 or those set LI : by Cuddeford at •
BOB; overland across the 'aersian border froE the Ashkhabad area
to Meshed and Teheran via the ROSE facilities. We propose to
give CAC a OLA 10 a general briefing on all threc border areas, and
to brief him on specific routes and/or escorts only over W/T.
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(b) CACCOLA 28: - CACCOLA 428- e it to remain in Odessa

as permanent resident,' carrying; out the basic CACCOLA mission.

4. CCe11,1UNICATIONS:

(a) 1/T: CACCOLAS 10 and.28 will each be equipped with an
RS-6 radio, signal plans and code pads (new reduced size), and will
be expected to maintain independent W/T contact with the base.
Weight permitting, the team will take one reserve W/T set which they
will cache near the DZ.

(b) Mails: CACCOLAS 10 and 28 will each be provided with an
S/W system and with letter dr3ps, either from CATABLE 7, or from
the CIS intercept system.

(c) REDSKIN: CACCOLAS 10 will be instructed to select spots
for dead drops in Odessa and to transmit their location to us by
WT. If the REDSKIN program then turned up a likely courier in the
form of a member of the crew of a foreign merchant vessel the courier
could be briefed on the location of the drop, and CACCOLA 10 or 28
could be instructed to leave a report or documents in the drop,
which would not be used again. In this way the REDSKIN courier
channel could be tested with a . minimum of risk to the CACCOLA agent
involved t . and might conceivably become a very satisfactory channel
for the transmittal of var'ous materials. CACCOLAS 10 and 28 will
need considerable training in the selection., reporting, and servic-
ing of dead drops for this to work; this is being incorporated into
the training program.

(d) Between. Agents: Because CACCOLA 10 knows the city well,
while CACCOLA 28. does not know it at all and as CACCOLA 10 will
have to brie r CACCOLA 28 on whatever contacts he has made before
he exfiltrates, the tie between CACCOLAS 10 and 28 will have to be
closor than in the case of the other doubleton teams, including
periodic personal meetings - for briefing. Otherwise, they will
correspond via dead el/ 10ns and General Delivery. The meetngs and
drons will be so set up that the control is in the hands of one of
the two agents (probably CACCOLA 28), so that some measure of security
is provided for at least one of them.

5. Legends:

(a) CACCOLA 10: born 1923 in Odessa. Legend up to 1941
same as in real life except everything moved back one year. Mobil-
ized in 1941 in Kherson. Military legend 1941-47 to be supplied
by ZIPPER. Demobilized in 1947 in Dnepro petrovsk, as did not wish
to return to Kherson, where no relatives left. Worked in
Dnepropetrovsk from 1947-49 in semi-skilled job (to be selected
from material available here at CSOB/IB), then went down to Crimea
where worked as truck driver on sovkhoz (material to be taken from
CAPADOR-5). In 1951 returned to Dnepropetrovsk where worked for

another year. Now retOgning to Crimea to.-find seasonal work.
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Voyennyi Bilet: Dnepropetrovsk 1947; Pasport: Dnepropetrovsk
1947-52, 1952-57.
Note: The above legend, although somewhat complicated, has the ad-
vantage of building CACCOLA 10 up as a job-skipper ("litun"), and
covering up for the considerable amount of travelilng he will have
to do.

(b) CACCOLA 28: Born 1925 in Lisichansk, Voroshilovograd Oblast'.
Legend as in real life up to 1941, when mobilized into army. Military
legend from 1941-1949 to be supplied by ZIPTER. Demobilized in
Spring 1950 in Dne propetrovsk (same reasons as CACCOLA 10), where
received VB, and Pasport. Worked in Dnepropetrovsk in semi-skilled
job, 1950-1953. Now drifting around looking for another job.
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1. PERSONNEL: CACCOLAS 20 and 21.

2. AREA OF OPERATIONS: (a) Kiev
(b) Khar'kov

3. MISSION:

After landing, CACCOLAS 20 and 21 will proceed together to
Zhitomir where they will separate. Using Zhitomir as a spring-
board, each will then investigate the possibilities of obtaining
seasonal employment, new documents, etc., and after caching his
set, make a trip to Kiev for reconnaissance purposes. Both are
to attempt to establish themselves in Kiev, to obtain work and
residence there, to maintain -01/T contact with the base, and to
collect and t ransmit operational data in the general CACCOLA
pattern.

Having been trained in reporting of airfields and radar installa-
tions, CACCOLAS 20 and 21 will also be briefed on the location of
the following airfields:

(a) Kiev/Brovary (B-43)
(b) Belaya Tserkov (B-38)
(c) Berdichev (B-37)
(d) Korosten (B-41)
(e) Uman (B-45)
(f) Vasilkov (B-18)

.hey will be asked to report on specific items as opportunity
offers.

CACCOLAS 20 and 21 are both native Ukrainians who speak both
Russian and Ukrainian fluently. Their reports on the Ukrainian
political situation -- though written with an anti-separatist bias --
should be of considerable value.

In the event that one of the two is unable to establish himself
in Kiev, or having set himself up is forced to leave for some
reason, Khar l kov will be the alternative operational area. As
the second largest city in the Ukraine, a major industrial and
communications center, and the gateway to the Donbas ? Kharikov
seems a logical choice (CACCOLA 21 knows Khar'kov fairly yell).
The three airfields around Khar t kov will be assigned for coverage
on an availability basis.

(a) Khar l kov Fighter Base (13-39)
(b) Khar l kov/Grobli (B-16)
(o) Khar 1 kov/R9gan (13-17)
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4. INFIURATION:	 L	 L-.1

By air from Germany into th , dest Ukraine, if possible into the
area around Novograd-Volynskyi1c (The areas around Slavuta and
around Sloveshcheno are known by CACCOLA 21 1). This will probably
be on the same flight with CACCOLaS 10 and 28, although the DZ's
will be different. The Novograd-Volynskyi area would be particularly
good because of the large wooded areas, the accessibility of the
railroad leading both to Zhitomir - Kiev and to Ternopol', and
because it is located between Rovno -- the legend and documentation
city -- and Kiev -- their destination -- thus providing a ready
cover story.

5. co LEUN IC AT1 0 NS :

(a) WIT: As in Op Plan #1.
(b) 	 	 As in Op Plan #1 (different letter drops).
(c) Between Agents: Unlike the situation in the Odessa

operation, there will be no need for personal contact between
CACCOLAS 20 and 21, except in exceptional cases, and then only
after clearing through Headquarters by W/T. Normal communication
between the two will be restricted to dead drop and S/W mail through
general delivery. Control of all contact and communication will be
in the hands of CACCOLA 20.

6. LEGENDS:

(a) CACCOLA 20: Born 1925 in Stalinsk Oblast'. 1933-40
attended 7-year school in Elenovka. 1940-41 Nerked in quarries
in Elenovka. Summer 1941 - Sept. 1943 (period of German °cola-
tion of Stalinsk Oblast'), Subject lived in Elenovka, laid low by
a back injury suffered in the quarries. In Sept 1943, after the
return of the Red Army, Subject was mobilized and fought all the
way to Berlin (military legend supplied by ZIPPER). After the war
Subject was stationed in Germany up to his demobilization in 1950
in Rovno, where he decided to gobecal.se of army acquaintance.
Subject worked in Rovno from . 1950 to Spring 1953, now has obtained
release from job, going to Kiev to look for better work. Pasport:
Rovno 1950. Voyennyi Bilet: Rovno 1950.

(b) CACCOLA 21: Born 1924 Surd Uhlast t . Pre-war legend as
in real life. Following disintegration of •ubject's goup in woods
near Sumi, Subject picked up by a Replacement Regiment, mobilized.
Served in Red Army up to 1947 when demobilized ? in Rovno at own
request. Worked in Rovno from 1947-53, now going to Kiev with his
friend CACCOLA 20. Pasport: Rovno 1952. Voyennyi Bilet: Rovno
1947.
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OPERATIONAL PLAN #3

1. PERSONNEL: CACCOLAS 24 and 26.

2. AREA OF ORERATIONS: Moscow

3, MISSION:

CACCOLAS 24 and 26 will travel together from the DZ area as
far as Tula or Ryazan', where they will separate. Their missions
are essentially the same as that given to CACCOLA 4 last year:
to attempt to legalize themselves in Moscow, establish and main-
tain WIT contact with Headquarters, and to collect and transmit
operational data as per plan CACCOLA. After separating they will
operate independently, each using a town in Eoscow Oblast' as a
preliminary base and srringboard for his attempt to establish him-
self in Moscow. CACXLA 24 will try to work out of Podol'sk, while
CACCOLA 26 will use Volokolamsk. In addition to other sources,

? CAVAN will be asked for suggestions on vulnerable spots in the
Oblast'.

114	 CACCOLAS 24 and 26 will be briefed on the location of the
following airfields:

(a) Moskva/Khimki (A-9)'
(a) Yoskva/Monino (A-10)*
(c) Moskva/amenskoye (A-11)'
(d) Moskva/Salarevo (A-12)
(e) Moskva/Shchelkovo (A-13)'
(f) Moskva/Vnukovo (A-14)

They will be expected to report on them on an opportunity basis.

4. INFILTRATION:

SecglBy air from Cyprus into the North Caucasus. The area
of Maikop in the Krasnodar Kral looks suitable. From the DZ they
would proceed by rail to Rostov, where they could stop over and get
oriented. Rostov might also be a good place to Obtain documenta-
tion because of the large underworld (second in reputation to Odessa).
From Rostov they would have a choice of several routes. Because of
the large distance involved between the DZ and the area of opera-
tions, it would be impractical for them to leave their W/T sets
behind while making a preliminary reconnaissance trip, on the
other hand, we need information on the centrals which may be
encountered on this route.

An alternative infiltration plan would ba?by air from Norway
into the southern KFSSR, or Leningrad or Pskov Oblasts.
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(a) ALI: Same as in Op Plan #2.

(b) Mail: Same as in Op Plan #2.

(e) 13etween Agents: Same as in Op Plan #2 -- control in
hands of CACCOLA 24,

6. LEGENDS:

(a) CACCOLA 24: Born 1921. Pre-war legend essentially as
in real life, mobilized 1939 in Irkutsk. Military legend to be
supplied by ZIPPER . Deobilized 1946 in Astrakhan. Worked at

r-semi-skilled job in Astrakhan 1946-53, now vacationing in Caucasus,
heading to Yoscow to try to find work there. Pasport: Astrakhan
1951. Voyennyi Bilet: Astrakhan 1946.

(b) CA;COLA 26: Born 1926. Pre-war legend as in real life,
but remains in Ludinovo, Kaluga Oblast until 1943, when mobilized,
upon return of Red Army. Military legend to be supplied by ZIPPER.
Demobilized 1950 in Astrakhan, where worked in semi-skilled job
until 1953, then quit job, vacationed in Caucasus with CACCOLA 24,
now heading north looking for better work. Pasport: Astrakhan
1950. Voyennyi Bilet: Astrakhan 1950.

NOTE: In the event that the alternative infiltration plan
has to be used, the documents and legends would re-
main the same, except that a Vilnius plIcluilaL and
vypisan stamp would be put in each pasport, and they
would have a year's employment legend from Vilnius.
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OPERATIONAL PLAN #4

1. PERSONNEL: CACCOLA 22.

2. AREA OF OFERAEIONS:	 ,Dryansk.

3. VISSION:

CACCOLA 22 is to proceed to Bryansk, where he is to attempt
to obtain work and residence, establish and maintain W/T contact,
and to collect and transmit operational intelltpnce. Besides this
basic CACCOLA mission, CACCOLA 22 will be charged with following
specific tasks:

(a) Resuwly of CACCOLA 6: CACCOLA 6 has already indicated
that he is low on funds, and a resupply will probably be in order
if we are still in centact with him next spring. CaCCOLA 22
could take a trip to Leningrad, set up a dead drop, place the
money there, and then inform us of the location over W/T, which
would then be relayed to CX2COLA 6.

(b) Reconnaissance of Bryansk Woods: All the CACCOLA
agents receive instructions that in the event of the outbreak of
war they are to resist mobilization into the Soviet Army, but are
to take to the woods, maintain W/T contact with headquarters, and
to attempt to organize partisan activity. The heavily wooded
Bryansk area is well-suited for such activity, both by virtue
of its topography and flora, and because of its strategic location
near the main Central Russian transportation routes. CACCOLA 221
who will receive extra training in the subject, is to reconnoiter
the Bryansk woods for likely DZ , s, black base sites, and landing
fields, and to transmit this information to us.

(c) Wobilization Warning: Bryansk is a major rail center
(6-way junction) and any signs of wartime mobilization should be
noticeable there. CACCOLA 22 will be briefed on all symptoms of
such mobilization and told to report on them.

(d) Documentation Collectiori: The Central Russian ()blasts
are probably the most desirable for legend purposes, being the
area with which the majority of agent candidates are most familiar.
To date, however, we have been unable to supply documentation from
this area (Eoscow excepted). tACCOLA 22 will be charged with the
task of obtaining Pasport and Voyennyi Bilet serial numbers from
Bryansk, Smolensk, Tula, Orel, Kaluga and Kursk °blasts, as well
as collecting document exemplars whenever possible (these exemplars
can then be passed on via dead drop as directed over W/T).

(e_a
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4. INFILTRATION: By air from Germany into the B.S.S.R., between
Vilnius and Molodechno (cf CACCOLA 27). After landing, CACC)LA 22
will proceed by rail from llolodechno to Minsk, and from there to
Bryansk via either Gomel or Smolensk.

5. LEGEND:

Born 1925 Bryansk Oblast. Pre-war legend as in real life.
Mobilized in 1941 into Red Army; military legend to be supplied by
ZIPPER. Demobilized in the fall of 1947 in Pskov, where worked in
semi-skilled job from 1947 to 1953. Now has obtained release from
work; visiting girl friend in Minsk, then returning to native
Bryansk. Pasport: Pskov 1952. Voyennyi Bilet: Pskov 1948.

6. COLNUNICATION:

(a) W/T: As in Other Op Plans.

(b) 1111: As in Other Op Plans.
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1. PERSONNEL: CACCOLA 27

• 2. AREA OF OPERATION:	 (1) Minsk
(2) Brest

3. vissioN:

CACCOLA 27, as CACCOLA F last year, is to attempt to estab-
lish himself in Minsk, to obtain employment and residence there,
to establish and maintain W/T contact with us, and to collect and
transmit operational intelligence. he will also be charged with
following specific tasks:

(a) liestliJp1v of CACCOL: If we still have W/T contact with
CACCOLA 5 next spring, it will probably be necessary to resupply
him with funds. CACCOLA 27 could do this by sbtting up a dead drop
in Minsk, placing the money there, and transmitting the location
to us by W/T, which would be relayed to CACCOLA 5. Written
instructions to CACCOLA 5 could also be transmitted in this manner
if desirable, although they would be more compromising if found.

(b) Brest: After establishing himself in Yinsk, CACCOLA 27
is to attempt to find a legitimate reason for periodic travel to
Brest or if necessary to attempt to recruit a person who has such
a reason. We would then be able to set ur. a communications link
utilizing Berlin-Brest military travel: for example, a CAPABLE 1
"defector-in-place" set up by BOB could be utilized as could train
crews in which BOB may have agents. A good test of such a commun-
ication lihk would be the transmittal of such a valuable but non-
comnromising piece of material as the Minsk tele phone book.

(c) Soviet War Mobilization: CACCOLA 27 will be well-briefed
on all signs of ,artime mobilization: located in Minsk and having
a listening post in Brest, he will be in a good position to provide
us with early warning of such preparat'ons. It must be pointed out
that CACCOLA 5 was not intellectually capable of carrying this task
out reliably.

(d) As in the case of the Kiev team, political attitudes of
the Belorussians ill be important in the formulation of propaganda
policy, especiall: in the event of the outbreak of var. CACCOLA 27
should provide a useful though also biased counterweiht to the
CAEBISTA approach.

(e) Air and Radar Intelligence: CACCOLA 27 will be briefed
on the locations of the following airfields, and asked to report
on them if he can:

(1) Minsk/Machulishche :(Dossier A-25'
(2) Baranovichi	 (Dossier,B-61
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(3) Yinsk/South	 (Dossier A-26)
(4) Fruzhanyifiest (Dossier B-54)

(f) Possible Tie-in with CACCOLA 5: It may eventually
become desirable in view of the tenuous nature of our W/T contact
with CACCOLA 5, to place him under the supervision of CACCOLA
Although CACCOLA 27 is not by nature a "leader," his greatest
drawback bliing an oversupply of modesty, he is in all respects a
more capable individual than CACCOLA 5, and would certainly be
able to handle him.

4. INFILTRATION:

By air from Germany into the BSSR, in the area between Vilnius
and Molodechno. This wi l l probably be on the same flight as the
CAMFOSANTO #3 team, and on the same DZ as CAC:OLA 22. This DZ
will have the great advantage of lying between CACCOLA 27's legend
and documentation city (Vilnius), and his destination (Linsk),
thus fitting into his cover story. CACCOLA 27 will be able to
cache his W/T set in the area of Molodechno, and make a recon-
naisance :trip into Hinsk without it, then return and pick up his
set when he has picked out a place to keep it.

5. COMMUNICATIONS:

(a) W/T: As in other b p s plans. If weight permits, CACCOLA
.27 will be equipped with a spare RS-6 to be buried for reserve
use near the DZ (this is particularly desirable in this case be-
cause of the proximity of the DZ to the operational area), but
this may not prove feasible.

(b) Mails: As in other Op Plans.

(c) Brest Dead Drops: See Para 3 (b) above.

6. LEGEND:

Born 1925 in Mogilev Oblast'. Legend as in real life up to
1941. Lives under German Occupation 1941-43, when mobilized into
Red Army upon their return. Juli  Legend to be supplied by ZIPPER.
Demobilized in 1950 in Vilnius, where went because of higher stand-
ard of living. Worked in Vilnius from 1950-53, no-N released from
work, returning to native BSSR. Pasport: Vilnius 1950; Voyenny
Bilet; Vilnius 1950.


